Dean Kurtz Resigns Takes Position At Brown

It was learned yesterday that Anderson Kurtz, Dean of Student Life, is leaving Bryant College. He has accepted a position of Assistant Dean of Student Affairs at Brown University.

Dean Kurtz has been associated with Bryant College for two years. During his sojourn here he has developed a rapport with students and has given the student body a youthful identity with the Administration.

His one regret about Bryant was his inability to increase the number of blacks at Bryant including faculty, students, and administrators.

Jon Frede Named New Editor-In-Chief

Jon Frede has been named as the new Editor-In-Chief of the ARCHWAY after Rob Rounds turned in his official resignation, September 7, 1972, to the Editorial Board of the newspaper.

Rob stated that after a careful and thorough weighing of his priorities, he felt he could no longer afford the amount of time necessary to carry out the burdensome duties of the Editor in the proper manner.

Bryant Resorts To The Mass Media

In an attempt to reach a wider group of students, the Bryant College Evening Division has begun an extensive newspaper and radio campaign. This was done, according to Mr. Cartwright, Head of the Evening Division, to attract new students from the Worcester area.

To accomplish this, two ads were taken out in the WORCESTER TELEGRAPH GAZETTE; and fifty one-minute ads were purchased from WAAF Radio. The radio commercials, although approved by the school, were written by the staff at the station.

In his explanation, Mr. Cartwright stated the reasoning behind the use of radio. He said that the actual cost for radio was almost equal to that of the newspapers, plus he felt he could attract a larger audience and a more responsive group by using this medium, through the use of this medium.

The ads were run during the peak commuting times and lunch hours and once an hour for this entire week. Students can draw their own conclusions of the ads by monitoring WAAF this week.

Although no conclusive results have been received yet, the Evening Division feels that the program was effective and will be continued in the future.

Dr. Fullerton New Vice President Of Student Affairs

Dr. Barry A. Fullerton, 37, a native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was elected Vice-President for Student Affairs by the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees at Bryant College, it was announced yesterday by Dr. Harry Evans, President.

Dr. Fullerton earned his undergraduate degree at Michigan State University, his master's and doctor's degrees at the Pennsylvania State University. He served three years with the United States Marine Corps, retiring with the rank of Captain. A teacher, and athletic coach, he also signed a professional contract with the Philadelphia Phillies baseball organization where he played for one year before returning to the field of education.

After serving as Assistant to the Dean of Men at Penn State University, he became Dean of Student Affairs in 1969 at Lewis Junior College in Franklin, Mass., from which institution he comes to Bryant College.

Dr. Fullerton taught psychology and conducted seminars on adolescent behaviour modification, and drug abuse during his career at Dean. He also served as co-chairman of the Franklin, Mass. Bay United Fund Drive and on the Board of Governors of the Franklin Youth Athletic Fund. He was a Sunday School Teacher at the Franklin United Methodist Church.

Elected the first president of the New England Junior College Student Personnel Association, he was also selected as a member of the visiting evaluation team for the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Mr. Fullerton has conducted several Student Personnel Institutes for Junior College organizations and is a member of the American Personnel and Guidance Association and the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators.

The object of a three-month search, the Vice-Presidential Committee consisted of an administrator, two faculty members and two students. John P. Harmon, Director of Library Services, served as Chairman assisted by Professors Mary Jane Pelkey and Frederick W. Reinhardt, and students Kathleen A. Grimes of Pawtucket and Ronald F. Janey of Providence. Dr. Fullerton was one of more than 400 applicants screened for this position.

Jon has proven himself as a reporter, photographer, News Editor, and Managing Editor. Jon is also very active in Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity and the Bryant College Student Senate. He is presently the President of the Young Democrats of Bryant College and was an intern to Robert O'Tierman.
Country Comfort opens its season this weekend with live entertainment both Friday and Saturday night. The Coffee House will feature “Goolee” a folk jazz trio on Friday night at 8:30. Saturday night at 8:30, folksinger Gil Hager will perform.

Everyone is welcome to drop in, kick off their shoes and mellow out to some of the best music the coffee house has ever presented. If you mellow out too much we guarantee you’ll wake up by the following weekend when “Brilliant Corners”, a rock-jazz group hits the stage and the place starts jumping. Brilliant Corners will perform September 15 and 16 at 8:30.

If the sight of concrete, grass and steel starts to wear on your mind, take a trip to the coffee house for a little country living.

Ask about your free trial offer.

Signing up for Army ROTC in college is no big deal. No major commitment. All we’d like you to do is give it a try. Take the Basic Course during your freshman and sophomore years. See what it’s all about. You’ll find that it’s only a few hours a week.

That’s not going to get in the way of classes, study, sports or other activities. At the end of your sophomore year you’ll know for sure.

If you decide to go on with the ROTC Advanced Course you’ll be paid $100 a month during your last two years of school.

You’ll also be earning your degree and commission at the same time. It’s even possible for you to go on to graduate school. Then serve as an officer later. Check out ROTC now.

Army ROTC. The more you look at it, the better it looks.

Bryant College Freshmen and Sophomores may now enroll in our Wednesday afternoon program at Providence College. Call 865-2471.

What You’re Always Wanted To Have—But Were Afraid Would Never Be Made

(AF'S) The largely worthless "feminine method" for natural contraception may soon receive a badly needed medical boost. British inventors have just patented a device that will detect the exact time of ovulation in the female body.

British inventors have just patented a device that can detect the exact time of ovulation in the female body. Identifying the ovulation date could potentially take the sting out of the only means of contraception that doesn’t actually alter bodily function.

The new device consists of a meter which detects the electric potential between various parts of the human body. It works in the same way as a car battery tester, but much more sensitively.

Under normal circumstances, voltage in the vagina is negative, and the difference in electric potential between the vagina and certain other parts of the body, such as the leg, is about minus ten to minus twenty-five millivolts (thousandths of a volt). At the time of ovulation however, the vagina’s voltage falls to zero or becomes positive.

The device (British patent No. 1 288 185) contains electronic circuitry which illuminates one of two indicator lamps: if the voltage is negative (that is, normal), the lamp marked “GO” lights up, but if the voltage is zero or positive, the “DANGER” lamp blinks on.

The proposed gadget would likely be easy to use, since it consists of only two electrodes and an on/off switch. One electrode is a narrow strap applied to the leg or lower abdomen, the other a probe to be inserted in the vagina. The device could be used once or twice a day; if the warning light flashed, users could abstain for two or three days to avoid conception. To be truly safe, though, the cycle might have to be checked against a scale marked and checked rather carefully at that, since sperm can live up to two days within the female body.

The electrode contraception should be perfectly harmless, since no changes would be made in the body—it merely measures a natural characteristic. This could also be a selling point in the jungle of contraceptive methods, since no physical intercourse occurs in the process of conception.

NOEL FOR GOVERNOR

Warwick Mayor Philip W. Noel, Democratic candidate for Governor of Rhode Island, will sponsor a free beer party for all the students of Bryant College after 8:30 p.m. on Sunday, October 14th at the Coffee House. This is not a political event and anyone who is interested in going is welcome. The beer will be free to anyone who is of legal drinking age.

WANTED: The Young Democrats of Rhode Island need volunteer secretaries. Any one interested in assisting in the Rhode Island campaign can call Ann Crowley at 421-1972.
RW - I am sure that by now you have had a chance to tour the dormitory village and see the campus. In your opinion, what can be done and what will be done to deter students from damaging school property?

BF - Probably the best thing that we can do is make it an undesirable situation for anybody that presents us with that kind of problem. In other words, if a person feels it in the pocketbook for the damage that he's done and if he is disciplined appropriately, then I think, and I'm not suggesting this hasn't been in the past, I really don't know if it's been done in the past or not, but my philosophy is one of having only absolutely necessary rules but enforcing as commonly as possible these necessary rules so if somebody is wantonly destroying a dorm, if the residenchall staff. I think they should be very carefully screened. I think they should be the best people around. These are very sensitive jobs. Counseling, and I know that I'm going to be taken to task for this statement, but counseling is not the principle responsibility of these people. Counseling is for professional counselors, psychologists, psychiatrists, etc. I think that one of the things that as I look around Bryant right now that I'm concerned with is the absence of an identifiable counseling center, and I would say that one of my objections is to try and get approval for the development of a counseling center where actual clinical counseling can take place. But as we do the residenchalls are concerned. I view them with a variety of degree of expertise because my doctoral thesis was in the area of residence hall staff, performance, evaluation, and so forth. I'm not saying that I'm an expert of residence hall staff and the kinds of things that they should be doing. I view the residence hall staff program, by the way, as probably the most important programs on the entire campus. I know that the counsellors have been short-changed and I don't want to short change them anymore. In fact, I am sending a letter to each counselor encouraging him to become involved in the school and the person I am bringing in to replace Dean Dehner will be devoting more time to commuting student involved in the program. So I view the residence hall staff program here at the Smithfield campus as probably one of the most important problems, as I say, of the entire institution.

If the student is not happy with their living situation if there is any, or really quality residential life, we are losing an awful lot and I don't think it's fair to force it so we are going to put in an awful lot of time and effort and the whole area of residence halls and try to make them something less than, I heard a guy give a speech once and he felt as if residence halls as underprivileged homes. You see, people were thrown aside with no stimulation, no nothing and boy that we want to try and avoid at all costs. I want it to be a good living experience for the student. But it is the direction that we want to go. We want to get a good necessary programs brought on by the administration. It was more or less problems brought by administrative sources. Let me give you an example, if a student is applying for a job and a group of other students let's say this one does not agree with the group of students in the past there was a lot of work in the other situation, I would talk to someone because it sometimes that the person was not interested, felt as if he had been turned aside because he had as a little bit a different from everyone else and many times they won't come to us to give us problems they wouldn't come out and talk about them.

BF - Well, I think I agree that what was wanted was relating to is that we have to create an environment in which people will feel free to talk and to take some action. John Lindsay said several years ago, just give a damn, that's what it amounts to. If everybody gave a damn then we are in good shape.

RW - In the past, motorized vehicles have been allowed in the campus dorm village green in order that students will be able to live close to their dorms. This has led to the creation of a serious problem. Will there be any change in the existing policies?

BF - Most definitely. I have been sitting here looking out over my shoulder and noticing that there are some expensive landscaping and outside maintenance projects going on right now and I think that this is not necessarily to keep them of upkeep and hopefully a human way.

RW - The policy of the use of drugs on this campus was set down by Doctor Evarts. It called for a strict regulation and punishment when deemed necessary, however, in the past, those who were turned in by resident assistants were merely given a slap on the wrist and were sent on their way. Will there be any change?

BF - It's very difficult to generalize how you would do it, but a particular incident, but I would say that any person who violates the school's laws or college regulation be they drug regulations or other kinds of regulations then they are going to have to answer for those and said before I am not a believer in having a three thousand page volume of rules and regulations most of which you can't enforce so if you have a rule on the books, it will be enforced, and that applies to every area drugs included.

RW - Let me set an example for you, doctor, a hypothetical case. Let's say a student is found with a needle bag of marijuana in his room and the resident

Continued on page 6
Rich pitches in to help move new student into dorm.

Jon Frede welcomes new girls as they enter Bryant.

Freshman and transfer students listen to our fearless leaders.

Freshman are entertained on the lawn by a local folk singer.

**Tau Epsilon Phi**

**Used Book Sale**

Time: 10:00—4:00 Room 267

Fri., Sept. 8--Fri., Sept. 15

Books Half Price

Bring in your books and we'll sell them for you:

**TS. 5 - 104 Farnum Pike 231-4830**

1/2 MILE FROM BRYANT

A+W CITGO SERVICE

S+H Stamps Road Service

General Auto Repairs

MASTER CHARGE BANK AMERICAN
Is Your Number Up?

The Selective Service System today announced that the draft lottery number ceiling for the last three months of the year will be RSN 95. Men with lottery numbers through RSN 75 are being inducted in August and September. The year-end ceiling of RSN 95 assures almost three-fourths of the men who faced induction during 1972 that they will not be called by number.

Approximately 18,600 men will be inducted during the October-December period, with the majority of inductions taking place in October and November. All available men with RSN's of 75 and above will be inducted unless they request a deferral.

I have written letters to draft boards attesting to this. My father—a military educator—has vouched for his son’s sincerity. He has good credentials. But he broke the law.

At the sentencing, he was given one week to “get things in order.” Perhaps the judge should have given this country some time to “get things in order.” Like priorities. I can’t help but wonder if the legitimacy of a country that puts men on trial to test their patriotism, their sincerity, their degree of opposition to a war. They did this to my friend. And he lost, but he broke the law.

And why? Because he refused to step forward. Or because he stepped forward.

After being denied a conscientious objector deferment, he was drafted. On induction day, he refused to step over that invisible line that indicates one’s willingness to go into the armed forces. Instead he stepped forward and said he would rather serve his country in another manner. No he’s going to prison.

At his sentencing two days ago, he stood before the judge in a routine Monday morning courtroom appearance. There were bigger things to adjudicate than the problems of a routine resister, and his sentencing took only a few short minutes. But the judge—one of the more liberal ones—made himself perfectly clear as he handed out the “standard” sentence: “You are hereby sentenced to six months in a federal institution and to 18 additional months on probation.”

I’ve thought a lot about that since Monday. I don’t know what serving one’s country means anymore. I have seen quadruple-presbyterians from their necks down—those who wear the living scars forever to remember how they served their country. I have seen pictures of corpses of men who had served their country. And I have seen men making decisions concerning the sincerity of others’ judgments, probation officers, members of draft boards—who are MISserving their country.

My friend doesn’t fit the stereotype of draft resister. He would never think of leaving the country, because he likes this country. He wants to serve the country—but in a way in which he can feel comfortable. Until he goes off someone’s path and continues working at his job—a public service position helping blind people. So he has been working off the books, but in five days he’ll have to stop so he can serve his country in prison.

It all seemed so illogical. My friend is mild and gentle and sincere. Old military men have written letters to draft boards attesting to this. His father—a military educator—has vouched for his son’s sincerity. He has good credentials. But he broke the law.

By the time you read this, my friend will be in prison. Where will we be?

Bump City

BUMP CITY, the latest offering from San Francisco based Tower of Power is one of the better albums to be released so far this year. With the aid of co-producers Ron Capone and Steve Cropper, the band has put down on record a very tight blend of funk, blues, and soul. The first cut on the album, "You Got To Funkitize," a powerful rocker, sets the stage for some very enjoyable listening. Throughout the album Rick Steven's vocals are complimented by the fine work of the rhythm and horn sections—the combination. It took a top 40 single from the album, "You're Still A Young Man," to bring Tower of Power to the forefront now that they are here, I'm sure they will be around for a long time to come. BUMP CITY is a fine second album from one of America's most promising bands. COMING UP: On Friday, Sept. 22, Capitol Record's Skylark will be in concert in the rotunda along with Stash...the following week on Saturday, Sept. 30, Jerry LaCroix will be leading his high-powered rock and roll band, White Trash, into action. Ticket information and more news of the future concerts next week.
Continued From Page 3

assistant finds it and he reports to your office that he has made the find what steps would be taken on the order of disciplinary action against that student?

BF - Well, I don't know what the system is here at the present time but systems that I am familiar with and the kind of system that I would like to have in effect here is that there will be some kind of a student faculty or simple student judicial system, a campus wide judicial system so that when the incident you're speaking of or any other incident if there is an obvious and known violation of the rule or regulation then it will be processed through this system which will be in accordance with accepted legal procedure and anybody would certainly have his day in court and will be entitled to due process and so forth. I'd rather not respond to a particular situation because then I'm putting myself in a box. I'm not evading the issue really, it might seem as though I'm evading the issue but I'd like to go back to my statement before that if there are rules and regulations they will be enforced, and this means that the person who violates these rules and regulations will be subject to either minor or major disciplinary action depending upon the incident. I do rather not respond specifically to your example because it would depend on the person involved, it would depend, I think, on our experience with this particular individual. I would think you would also have to consider any extenuating or mitigating circumstances that might be involved in this particular case so if you don't mind I'd rather not respond specifically to the example but simply go back again to the statement I made that we run a fairly tight ship in terms of the rules and regulations that we collectively agree that in the Bryant community should exist. To be continued.

Crossword Answers

Rooms, bathroom, suites cleaned - $6.00
Contact Nancy Dorm 8, Room 331 or
Beth Dorm 9, Room 432.
1973 YEARBOOK ORGANIZATION MEETING
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
8:00 P.M.-Top Floor-Student Activities Wing (Across from Mailboxes)
AllFreshmen are Welcome

gulliver's
Farnum Pike, Rt. 104 + Rt. 5
Smithfield, R.I.

weekly happenings

DAILY
HAPPY HOUR
3-5 p.m.

ROCK GROUPS
every THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
+ SUNDAY
COLLEGE NIGHT EVERY THURSDAY
Show your college ID and get a free drink.
Open Fri. & Sat. til 2:00am

Every Tuesday
"BAREFOOT CHOCKS"
acoustic
5 Piece

Every Wednesday
MARYHAZEL, etc.
Starting Sept. 20th
acoustic
and
light rock

Fall Semester
Spring Semester

Sept 6 Little Big Man
110 Bullitt
121 Nite In the Sun
137 Rebel without a Cause
200 Doctors' Wives
230 Gold Rush
270 Two Tors
277 The General
Oct 1 Bridge on the River Kwai
44 George Girl
84 King Kong Escapes
116 Comic
156 Zeja
186 Cartoons
222 Pit and the Pendulum
294 Burn Witch Burn
314 Zip and Spot Cartoon
384 Tales of Terror
Nov 5 The Wizard of Oz
251 Fall Safe
841 Willard
152 Monkey Business
162 Buffalo
292 Ship of Fools
Dec 2 Same Shelter
64 Castle Royale
109 Tour a Big Boy Now
131 The Trip
171 Baby the Rain Must Fall

1 Jan 24 There's a Girl in my Soup
29 Cartoon
28 Andromeda Strain
31 Me & Pa Kettle Go to Town
44 Twist of Knee
7 The Professionals
11 I Love You Alice B. Tokas
14 Love Story
18 Infinite Daily Clove
217 Chamber of Horrors
252 Bonjour Tristesse
272 Cartoon
281 Rift
Mar 4 Anne of 1000 Days

27 Tu Sit with Love

28 Comey Night - Fest. #18
30 At War with the Army

32 Cartoon
34 The April Fools
394 Love of Isadora
40 The Pumpkin Eater
42 The Cardinal
44 Road Runner Fest. #14
50 Cartoon Festival
55 Terror Trip
58 Hollywood Color Cartoon Parade
60 I Love My Wife
62 The House That Reared
64 Duck Soup
66 Where Do You Get Your Roll
67 Divorce American Style
90 A Day in the Life
102 of Ivan Benson

All Movies Shown in the Auditorium

Two-bedroom apartment in Esmond, RI to sublet. Heat, hot water, and air-conditioning. $185 per month. Call 231-6414 in evening.

Auto Registration
In The Rotunda Today Or Evenings
(After 4:30) At The Security Office
In The Basement.

Last Year's Stickers
ARE NOT Valid.

Senate News
OPEN HOUSE Tuesday evening at 7:00 in the Rotunda, the Student Senate will sponsor an Open House. The Open House will be a representation of all clubs and organizations at Bryant College.

All students are strongly urged to come and talk to the different members of the organizations that function on the Bryant campus.

All club and organization presidents are requested to attend a meeting in Room C306 at 3:00. Dr. Barry Fullerton, the new Vice President for Student Affairs will discuss plans for the Student Senate Open House.

All clubs and organizations of Bryant College must be represented. For more information, contact Barry Geral in the Student Senate Office.